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Introduction

This paper presents an attempt to answer, at least to some degree, the question,
I,What makes language learners false beginners?,, This study will focus on a
particular type of false beginners: a group of Japanese young adult EFL (English
as a foreign language) learners who seem unable to take the developmental steps
toward language acquisition properly in spite of some knowledge of the target
language they have gained through six years of formal language instruction at
schools.
These false beginners have some problems other learners do not have, and
have been called unsuccessful language learners or backsliders. According to
Selinker (1972:230), only 5% of adult second language learners succeed in
learning the target language to the point of achieving native‑speaker
competence. This means that the rest of them fail to achieve it, and that there is a
vast number of backsliders among adult second language learners. Among them,
false beginners are selected as a typical example of backsliders. They have been
neglected in second language acquisition (SLA) study, despite the fact that
language teachers struggle to cope with them in class every day. These false
beginners are the subject of this research.
This is a cross‑sectional study to make backsliders'distinctive features clear.
The data are collected from three groups of Japanese young adult EFL learners: a
true beginners'group aged from fourteen to fifteen, a false beginners'group
aged from nineteen to twenty‑one, and a successful learners'group at the same
age level as the false beginners.
The true beginners'group language competence is matched with the false
beginners'group, while the successful learners'group age is matched with the
false beginners'group. Those who passed level 2 of the Japanese Government
approved English Proficiency Test (STEP

2) test during high school or after

graduation are called successful learners in this paper.

2

STEP tests are used as instruments in this study. Since the tests started in 1962

in Japan, the STEP test has become one of the ′叫or tests of English proficiency in
Japan. There are seven levels of STEP tests: STEP 1, Pre‑STEP 1, STEP 2, Pre‑STEP 2,
STEP

3,

STI三P

4,

and

STEP

5.

A

total

of

approximately

1,500,000

examinees

tests every time it is carried out, in spring and fall every year.^

take

the

A STEP test

consists of two parts: a written and listening test, and an interview test. Those who
pass the first part of the test can take the interview test.

Each interview test of

STEP 2, Pre‑STEP 2, and STEP 3 requires the examinee to read aloud an English
passage, printed on a card, and later answer several questions about the contents
asked by an examiner.
STEP 3 test is targeted at Japanese English language learners in the ninth grade
who have finished three years of formal English courses at school, Pre‑ST王三P 2 at

those who have finished four or five years of English courses, and STEP 2 at those
who

have

finished

six

years

of

I三nglish

courses.

The terms used in this paper are defined first. "Second language" is usually
differentiated from "foreign language" in British English. (Longman Dictionary
of LanEua更e Teachin更and ADt)lied Lin芝uistics: 1992:142). A second language is

the language which, is used as a means of communication (i.e. as the official
language for education and politics) and usually used with the native language at
the same time; a foreign language is the language taught as one of the subjects at

s血ool but is not usually used as a means of communication like a second language.
In the field of North American applied linguistics, a "second language", or "L2" in
short, includes both meanings (Longman: 143).

In this paper, the latter

definition is applicable.
The "target language" means a second language, or L2 in short, but it is rather
used in the language learning and teaching context (Dulay et al. 1982:ll). Also, in
this paper, the term, "acquisition" and "learning" are used with the same
meaning. Some researchers who discuss children's developmental processes of
their first language, such as Chomsky(1965:27) and Krashen(1988:12), use the
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word "acquisition''differentiating it from language ‑'learning'・ in that the feature
of the process of language acquisition is subconscious compared to the conscious
learning process language learners go through. Even when researchers refer to
the learning of a second or foreign language, the term, "acquisition" is prefereed
to I‑learning" because "learning‑'is related to a behaviourist theory of learning
(Longman:197).
Larsen‑Freeman et al. (1991:8) note that it was when Corder published an
article/The Significance of Learners'Errors," in 1967, that the field of second
langu喝e acquisition started to be explored, and that the term, "second language
learning" was renamed "second language acquisition.'' Also, they introduce the
following anecdote:
Raimes (1983) offers an additional indicator of the birth and growth of
the SLA field. She conducted an analysis of the topic index of articles which
appeared in the TESOL Quarterly from 1967 to 1980. For the ten‑year period
1967‑76, Raimes found 29 articles listed under the topic heading "second
language learning." Compare this with the 24 articles she counted for the
twoyears 1979‑ 80 in a topical area which was renamed second language
acquisition ‑ a four‑fold growth!"
(Larsen‑Freeman et al. 1991:5)
The means for analyzing the data in this paper is what is called performance
analysis which has been advocated since late 1970s by SLA researchers such as
Celce‑Murcia, (1977, 1985) and Ellis ( 1985). Performance analysis developed after
the three analyses ‑ co血trastive analysis, error analysis, and interlanguage
analysis ‑ had been prevalent in the history of SLA study.
The first chapter will describe how these four types of analysis were developed
and discuss the significance and controversial points of each type of analysis,
focusing on how each dealt with language learners'errors.
In the second chapter, the following points will be discussed with reference to
the results of the three groups'data analysis.

1. In what area does hIse beginners‑ backsliding occur?
2. Are there any areas in which false beginners are better than true
beginners?

3. Where does the main problem of false beginners lie?
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I. The History of Interlanguage Research

Language learners cannot use their target language without making errors.
The question, "How we should deal with learners'errors?" has been one of the
most important issues discussed in the theories of second language acquisition,
which is what Richards (1974:3) has called "the offspring of general linguistic
theory''.
As will be shown below, there has been a change of attitude toward errors: from
their being learners'bad habits that, linguists and teachers should get rid of to
their positive acceptance as a necessary step for the learners' language
development.
In this chapter, the focus is mainly on how language learners‑ errors were
dealt with in the history of SLA research. Therefore, this is a review of the
literature of this area, the approaches in the analysis of learner difficulty in
acquiring a second language: A. Contrastive Analysis, B. Error Analysis, C.
Interlanguage Analysis, and D. Performance Analysis. For each approach, its
significance and controversial points are discussed. At the same time, the
approach regarding the data analysis of three Japanese EFL learners'groups will
be explained at the end of this chapter.

A. Contrastive Analysis
1. Significance
Advocating Contrastive 、analysis hypothesis (CAH), Lado ( 1957) asserted that the
cause of errors lies in the difference between the first language and the second
language and the cultures the learners have.
His idea was deeply rooted in behaviorist psychology represented by Skinner
(1957), who considered language learning as the behavior formation by
patterning and repeating after the stimulant given as a model, which was a
sentence or pronunciation. Therefore, structurists such as Fries (1945) and Lado
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explained the process of language learners'making errors using the following
terms: negative transfer" of the first language to the target language or
‑'interference" of the first language with the second language system. For them,
errors made by language learners were the evidence of what was unlearned.
They were the main barriers to the second language acquisition. As Lado (1957)
put it, the key to ease or difficulty in foreign language learning lies in the
comparison between native and foreign language. He hypothesized that the
elements in the foreign language similar to the native language were easy and
that the elements different from that native language were difficult.
There were three strong claims about contrastive analysis hypothesis. First,
language teachers could easily find the way to pinpoint learners‑ errors and
explain why the errors appeared through comparison of the L2 with the learners‑

LI. Second, as SLA researchers such as Wardaugh(1970), H.D. Brown(1987),
Ellis(1985), and Larsen‑Freeman(1991) have suggested, comparative analysis
hypothesis is fairly successful in the phonological component of language. To
some extent, teachers can tell what kind of phonological errors the learner will
make beforehand if they know what the learner's LI is. Consequently, the third
claim was that linguists and language teachers could predict the e汀ors language
learners would make and help them reduce the number of errors for their native‑
like use of the target language. The goal was "attempting to speak the
language....…as

practiced

by

natives."

(Lado

1957:2).

In.

a

word,

errors

were

caused

by the interference of LI which learners could not control because they had
already formed the language using habits of LI.
In summary, the following points were proposed:
1. Most of the syntactic errors made by language learners at any age are
strongly influenced by the learner's first language.
2. Phonological errors are more strongly influenced by LI than syntactic
errors.
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2. Controversial Points
Chomsky criticized Skinner's view of verbal behaviour as part of habit
formation in 1959, but it was not until he published Aspe
Syntax in 1965 that many researchers started to dispute the adequacy of the
contrastive analysis hypothesis. H.D.Brown says in his book, Principles of

Lan等uage Le叫and Teachinも(1987:65) that Ausubel had already pointed out
what CAH neglected in 1964, but that it was too early for him to attract the
attention of many researchers. He said that rote memory and habit formation
were inappropriate for adults who could make use of LI knowledge positively in
L2 learning. That is, he had asserted that the first language could be an advantage
and not just a disadvantage as an interfering factor (Ausubel 1964:421) Chomsky's
papers published in 1959 and 1965 were much more influential. As a result, many
linguists and practitioners started to examine CAH's appropriateness more closely.
To summarize, their arguments can be divided into five categories:

(1) The advent of Chomsky's universal gram helped researchers have a new
way of looking at learner language. He said that all natural languages had a great
deal in common. He also said that the deep structure of both LI and L2 were very
much alike. Based on his theory, Wardaugh(1970) suggested that what CAH had
dealt with had been nothing but superficial structure. After Wardaugh cast some
doubts on the validity of CAH, some researchers started to support the idea that all
learners seemed to learn language in the same way. For example, encouraged by
R. Brown's hypothesis of morpheme acquisition order according to his
longitudinal data collection of three children(1973), Dulay and Burt(1974)
extended the hypothesis to ESL learners' morpheme acquisition order.
Furthermore, they analyzed ESL learners'syntactical errors and revealed that 4.7
percent of all errors could be ascribed to the interference of the learners'first
language, while 87.1 percent were developmental errors which could commonly
be seen in the process of first language acquisition (Dulay & Burt 1973:258). Some
other researchers' approaches on empirical grounds (Wode 1979, Felix 1984)
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confirmed doubts regarding the validity of CAH.
(2) Many reports of L2 learners‑ error analyses substantiated the claims that first
language interference was not the major factor in predicting learners‑ errors.
Among the researchers were Buteau (1970), and Duskova (1969). These
quantitative reports were about the relevance of French and English, and Czech
and English respectively.
Thus, a number of substantive丘ndings proved that learners seem to learn
languages in much the same way. The research mentioned above, including
Buteau's reports, show that the structural differences between LI and L2 are not
the major difficulties in language learning.
(3) There is some research that supports the idea that the major problem for
language learners does not lie in the difference between languages but in their
similarities. This idea gives a warning of the danger of overgeneralization of CAH
theory. They claim that the determinant of learners'difficulty in learning is not
the difference between LI and 12, which CAH proponents had believed, but their
similarity; that is, interference and errors occur more often when LI and L2 are
similar. For example, Wardaugh discusses the delicate phonological differences of
/p/ sounds between French and English. (1970:125) He first suggested that the
process of language learning was oversimplified and that subtle phonetic
distinctions between phonemes mentioned above had been ignored. Kellerman
(1984) supported this view, that language transfer including interference
(negative transfer) was more likely to occur in the case where two languages
were close, and in his comprehensive research on syntax, interlanguage (IL)
discourse, lexis and semantics showed the clear evidence.
(4) Some researchers have been doubtful of CAH proponents'strong version
which suggested that they could make predictions about what would be the points
of difficulty for L2 learners. Schachter (1974) argued that CAロmight rather be
useful in explaining why target language learning problems occured rather也an
when they could be predicted.
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Whitman (1970:40), who had been a CAH advocate, concluded, after he had
administered tests of English syntax to nearly 2,500 Japanese students, that
contrastive analysis was an inadequate predictor.
(5) H.D. Brown indicated that it was only in the phonological component of

language that contrastive analysis was even地successful. In spite of the fact
substantiated by Whitman and Jackson ( 1972:40), contrastive analysis did not play
a major role in predicting syntactic, semantic, or lexical errors. Celce‑Murcia and
Hawkins (1985:60) felt that CA studies had been fairly successful. It may safely be
said that CA played a certain role in the phonological areas although the degree of
evaluation used by each researcher differed.
To sum up the criticisms on CAI壬one is that it does not provide satisfactory

explanations for the essential qualities of the actual data. Also, oversimplified
explanations about the causes of learners‑ difficulties were not sufficient enough
to clarify the main causes of learners‑ errors. Moreover, as H.D. Brown puts it
(1987:159), in contrasting the two languages, the particular native language and
the target language, it seems very difficult "to determine exactly which category a
particular contrast fits into" although this defect was later modified by Eckman
( 1977), who explained the degrees of difficulty using the concept of "markedness,"
derived from Chomsky's universal grammar.

B. Error Analysis
1. Significance
Lee (1957) had not intended to challenge CA when he collected data at all
learning levels (i.e., beginning, intermediate, and advanced). His aim had been
to categorize errors into two groups: persistent errors: errors advanced students
still make, and the earlier self‑correcting errors only beginners make. He used
CAH to explain the errors. His way of analyzing language learners'data prompted
researchers to collect and analyze language learner errors exclusively, which
triggered the transition from CA to error analysis (EA).
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In the early 1970's, error analysis was developed with the intention of making
up for some deficiencies of CAH. Richards (1971:204) uses three terms to explain
the causes of errors: (1) interlingual errors, (2) intralingual errors, (3)
developmental errors. He explains that the interlingual errors can be traced to
一一interference

of

the

learner‑s

mother

tongue."

The

intralingual

errors

are

committed by second language learners regardless of their first language. The
problems were within the structure of the target language itself. Richards
regarded developmental errors as the strategies learners use to acquire the
language. He did not totally deny the interference, but he cited examples of
intralingual and developmental errors that could not be explained on the basis of
CA in his article.
His findings were followed by a great deal of substantive research based on EA.
Dulay , Burt, and Rrashen (1982:173‑74) categorize them as follows:
1. Proportion studies in which errors in an entire body of speech or writing
are classified and counted, enabling the researcher to state in quantitative
terms the relative proportion of each error type;
Z・ (hxasi‑proportion studies in which the errors are analyzed and classified
but not counted, permitting qualitative estimates, but not quantitative
statements about the proportions of interlingual and developmental errors;
and
3. Occurrence studies in which the occurrence of particular development or
instrumental errors is reported, but no attempt is made to address
prop ortion.

Many researchers on error analysis concluded that most of the errors made by L2
learners do not belong to interlingual errors but developmental errors. Dulay et
al. made the following chart which illustrated the relationships and relative
proportions of all four error types in a comparative taxonomy.

Thus, error analysis made up for what CA had lacked theoretically and
substantively. Hakuta ( 1983) noted that the most significant achievement of e汀Or
analysis was that it served for expanding teahcers'viewpoint of looking at
students errors. They are not always bad things teachers should get rid of but
necessary things for learners to improve their knowledge of the target language.

2. Controversial points
There are four main arguments about the limitations of EA: (1) too much
emphasis on errors, (2) negligence of learner's avoidance, (3) lack of universal
aspects, (4) target‑oriented.
First, many SLA researchers such as Long and Sato(1984), H.D. Brown (1987) and
Schachter and Celce‑Murcia (1977) pointed out that paying too much attention to
learners'errors caused some problems. Teachers and researchers tended to focus
only on students‑ errors and not to notice their correct usage of the target
language. This accounts for only a part of the language learners use.

Schacter (1974) found the tendency of learners'avoidance. When he analyzed
the data on the acquisition of English relative pronouns by speakers of Persian,
Arabic, Chinese, and Japanese, he observed that learners tended to avoid using
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difficult syntactical items. In her study, native Chinese and Japanese students
made fewer errors on English relative clauses than native Persian and Arab
studnets did. This was not because relative clauses were less difficult for Chinese
and Japanese students but because they were too difficult for them to handle and
so they avoided using them. Some other researchers such as Swain ( 1975), Perkins
and Larsen‑Freeman (1975) Tarone ( 1979), Seknker (1975), and Kleinmann (1977)
confirmed the fact of avoidance in their data analyses.
Third, error analysis lacked the viewpoint of universal aspects of language. Gass
(1984) proposed that researchers pay more attention to linguistic elements that
are common to all languages, "language universals" (1984:125). In this sense, as
Ellis (1985:54) puts it, EA lack the viewpoint of searching for a certian
developmental process of language acquisition: "the conclusive evidence ‑ proof
that there was a natural route of development ‑ was not forthcoming from Error
Analysis".
Finally, error analysis was target‑oriented. Long and Sato ( 1984:263) noted that
EA and CA have something in common because both analyses deal with deviation
from standard usage of the target language.

C. Interlanguage Analysis
1. Significance
Some SLA researchers such as H.D. Brown, Larsen‑Freeman and Long regard
interlanguage analysis as a part of error analysis, while others like Celce‑Murcia
and Hawkins believe that error analysis developed into interlanguage analysis.
This paper takes the latter standpoint in that interlanguage analysis had some
features which could modify some of EA's weakpoints mentioned above.
It is said that the field of second language acquisition, which had been called
second language learning, started to be explored when Corder published "The
Significance of Learners‑ Errors" in 1967. Inspired by Chomsky's theory on
linguistic competence, he suggested that researchers should have some
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alternative hypothesis to the habit‑formation theory of language learning. With
the term, ''transitional competence," (1967, not in Bibliography. Reprinted as an
article in Richards 1971:25) he explained the language used by second language
learners, which had a system called the learner's built‑in syllabus. He claimed
that this was not "instructor‑generated" but an innate, learner‑generated
sequence, in which point he differed from. CAH. He called the language second
language learners'use "idiosyncratic dialects" (1971:150) in terms of a set of rules.
This term is often cited together with the other two terms: Nemser'S

"approximative systemsつ1971:115) and Selinker‑S "Interlanguages'つ1972:209).
The concepts of these three terms share similarities in how they represent the
language used by second language learners. This language is neither the
learner's first language nor the target language but has its own structurally
cohesive linguistic system used by the language learner. Also, it has successive
stages of development. Corder explains this successive process using the
following chart. In this chart, interlanguage is defined as a linguistic system that
extends beyond and beneath the effect of interference on the two languages in
contact.

Language A

Nemser (1971:115) employs the following symbols to explain the continuum
between LI and L2.
LT: Target Language
Ls: Source Language
La: an approximation system
Lal……

….…..ユan: Indices refe汀ing to systems at successive
stages of proficiency.

iC
He says that La is distinct from Ls and LT and has its own structure.
Among the three terms, interlanguage (IL) has become more common as it is
less target language‑centered than the others.

After the publication of these

three papers, many substantive findings of learners‑ error analysis supported
their perspectives. The contribution of error analysis to SLA research was that it
helped linguists and teachers change their attitudes toward errors learners make.
tn the new hypothesis, e汀ors are not made because the system of their first
language interferes with learners but making errors is a way the learners have
of testing their hypotheses about the nature of the language they are learning.
Therefore, making errors is indispensable to the learners themselves because it is
a device or a strategy the learners use in order to learn.
Substantive data on learners'error analysis (Dulay & Burt 1972, 1974a,
Hyltenstam 1977, George 1972) made the universality of language acquisition
clear. Basically, each piece of research proved that first language acquisition and
second language acquisition are much alike, which means that only some of the
errors a learner makes are attributable to his/her mother tongue.
It can be concluded that interlingual errors are not the major causes of making
errors.

Error analysis proponents' assertion was that sources of error in

learning a second language extend beyond just interlingual errors. Researchers
also confirmed the natural order of language acquisition and the existence of
interlanguage. These factors helped them observe that second language
acquisition and first language acquisition had something in common with each
other in that the process of learning the language is creative.
Through the development of SLA research, characteristics of interlanguage
have become clear. Ellis ( 1985:50‑51) summarizes them in three short sentences:
1. The learner language is systematic.
2. The learner language is dynamic.
3. The learner language is permeable.
To summarize, IL has two main properties. One is systematicity, and the other is

m
variability. Chomsky (1968) hypothesized regarding the systematicity of
children's language acquisition using血e term, language acquisition device (L良D)
(1968:32). He used this term to explain why children have the competence of
acquiring the rules of their first language in a comparatively short period of
time. In the case of adults'second language learning, SLA researchers use the

term, the interlanguage continuum, to explain也e systematicity of L2 learners'
language.

2. Controversial Points
There are four arguments about interlanguage analysis: (1) lack of a
sociolinguistic viewpoint, (2) lack of a comprehensive view of the learners'
performance, (3) immaturity of the method to analyze the learner's correct usage
of the target language, and (4) failure to solve target‑oriented nature of error
analysis.
First, the development of sociolinguistics viewed errors differently. According

to Widdowson ( 1980:235), knowing linguistic expressions belongs to "conceptual
function," but the measure of learner's ability to solve their difficulties is the
extent to which they are able to actually do this. The point is what language users
do with their language when engaged in social activity; this is their
communicative ability. In this context, errors had to be looked at in another way.
To consolidate these two functions, conceptual and communicative, Burt and
Kiparsky identified two types of error: " global errors" which significantly hinder
communication and Hlocal errors" which do not (as cited in Dulay et al. 1982:191).
Secondly, linguists suggested that error analysis was only a part of the
comprehensive view of the learner‑s performance. Bialystok ( 1982) discussed the
difference between knowing and using linguistic forms. Also, Celce‑Murcia and
Hawkins (1985:71) suggested that we should look beyond syntax, that is, to look at
the language at discourse level.
Thirdly, it has not been established how to evaluate non‑errors. As mentioned
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above, errors were classified, counted and categorized into error types. Also, the
proportion, of interlingual and developmental errors were stated. On the other
hand, researchers have not yet devised so many ways to analyze non‑errors as EA
has, although there have been some attempts to devise a formula for calculating
percentage of learner's correct suppliance (Pica 1983, 1984.

Stauble and

Schumann 1983. Dulay et aL, 1982).
Finally, interlanguage analysis modified the weak point of EA, in that it was
target‑oriented, and introduced the concept of the interlanguage continuum.
However, Long & Sato ( 1984) have suggested that interlanguage analysis still tends
to consider learner language in terms of target language forms, which negates
the view of IL as a system in its own right.

D. Performance Analysis
Larsen‑Freeman and Long (1991:62) note that performance analysis, an
analysis of learners‑ comprehensive performance of their target language, can be
traced

back

to

R.

Brown's蝣finding

on

children's

LI

acquisition

of

morphemes

(1973), and Dulay and Burt's application of the theory to children's L2 acquisition
research (1974).
What performance analysis contributed to SLA study is as follows: (l)the
importance of language learners'developmental aspect, (2)the attitude to view the
learners'learning process as a creative construction, and (3)the attempt to
explain the contradiction of systematicity and variability of interlanguages.
First, researchers attempted to find developmental scales in learners'
interlanguages.

Early researchers, following R.Brown and Dulay and Burt's

researches on morpheme acquisition mentioned above, attempted to find language
learners'developmental scales of syntax acquisition. However, Adjemian (1976)
points out the limitations of such early approaches because their criteria of data
analysis depends on the target language.

He proposes that we view

interlanguages as natural languages and tries to prove that they have enough
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analysis of learners‑ comprehensive performance of their target language, can be
traced back to R. Brown's 'finding on children's LI acquisition of morphemes
( 1973), and Dulay and Burt's application of the theory to children's L2 acquisition
research (1974).
What performance analysis contributed to SLA study is as follows: (l)the
importance of language learners'developmental aspect, (2)the attitude to view the
learners' learning process as a creative construction, and (3)the attempt to
explain the contradiction of systematicity and variability of interlanguages.
First, researchers attempted to find developmental scales in learners'
interlanguages.

Early researchers, following R.Brown and Dulay and Burt's

researches on morpheme acquisition mentioned above, attempted to find language
learners'developmental scales of syntax acquisition. However, Adjemian (1976)
points out the limitations of such early approaches because their criteria of data
analysis depends on the target language.

He proposes that we view

interlanguages as natural languages and tries to prove that they have enough
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properties to be considered as natural languages because "they contain an
organized set of rules and basic elements (lexical items, phonological units,
grammatical categories, etc." ( 1976:301).
Second, the researchers'efforts to view interlanguages as natural languages
lead to their finding of their property of creativity. The following charts show
four basic models of interlanguage arranged in a chronological order. Each of
them represents the systematicity of IL, but the latter two models, Tarone's(1979)
and Bialystok and Smith's( 1985), try to modify their predecessors, introducing
psychological and sociolinguistic factors to explain the property of creativity.
competence

processing

output

LI rules
L2 rules

….…….‥‥……

IL

Selinker

1972

other rules such as
transfer,overg eneralization ,
fossilization, and backsliding

Adjemian 1976

IL…...…….….….….………. IL

IL i
IL 1 ……….….……..…….…‥ IL 1

IL 2 ….………….….……..……IL 2

IL n

Tarone 1982

…..……..…….….. IL n

Linguistic knowledge

pragm atic
Control Producers Production

gram m atical
competence

com petence

Bialystok and Smith
Reception

( 1985 )
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Fig.l: Four basic models of interlanguage
(adapted from Bialystok and Smith 1985 :103 )
Selinker tries to explain some idiosyntactic phenomena such as language
transfer,

backsliding,

fossilization

in

his

terms

all

of

which

describe

"the

pre一

mature cessation of learning despite repeated exposure and attempts to learn"
(Selinker融id Landella 1978:143).
Adjemian‑s model is based on Chomsky's universal grammar, which he sees as
the starting point of IL. The model further refers to the changeability of IL,
permeability, in his term (1976:297). The permeability of IL means that learners
can transfer grammatical properties from the native language and that they can
also generalize or distort target language properties in order to communicate.
Tarone's model has a sociolinguistic factor. She believes that L2 learners
possess a set of related grammars corresponding to different conditions of use.
Although her chart does not. show the relationship between first and second
language acquisition, it shows that native spea女ers and learners are different
from each other in that they have a different set of variable and categorical rules.
She tries to describe ''a system that changes when the linguistic environment
changes" (1982:69).
On the other hand, Bialystok and Smith's model indicates a psycholinguistic
aspect, which explains learners'performance. It includes learners'knowledge
about what is appropriate in given situation and the ability to process appropriate
language efficiently.
Bialystok and Smith try to explain the gap between the language learners'
linguistic knowledge and control of that knowledge. Their attempt is to account
for second language acquisition from a broader perspective including ''pragmatic
competence, the ability to use knowledge along with the conceptual system to
achieve certain ends and purposes, " (1985:105) which Chomsky excludes
distinguishing between "competence" and "performance'1 (Chomsky 1965:10). His
lack of a sociolinguistic viewpoint is what some researchers have criticized. As
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the study of SLA developed, there occurred the tendency to search for a more
comprehensive perspective which includes pragmatic competence. This is called
performance analysis.
Language learners pass through the sequence of development ‑

the

interlanguage continuum ‑ in the same way, no matter what their first language
is. This is what the interlanguage study made clear. Corder conceived the
continuum as a restructuring continuum stretching from the learner's mother
tongue to the target language.

Nemser viewed the processing model as

reorganizatioがthrough the massive instruction of new elements as learning
proceeds.
However, as the role of the IL began to be questioned, researchers started to
conceive it as a "recreation continuum." Dulay and Burt (1975:21) viewed IL as a
"creative construction" to refer to the subconscious process by which language
learners gradually organize the language they hear, according to rules that they
construct to generate sentences. In short, it is the creative process by which
language learners always try to modify and expand the rules. This, at the same
time, indicates the idiosyncracy of interlanguage, the instability of the
continuum, which cannot be seen in other natural languages. Therefore, the L2
learner's interlanguage is dynamic, with two mutually contradictory properties:
systematicity/ variability and stability/ instability.
Third, early researchers tried to describe the systematicity and variability of
the interlanguage, but their interests have shifted to the explanation of the
inconsistency of the two properties. Tarone‑s, and Bialystok and Smith's model
shown above attempt to explain the contradictory proper也es of interlanguage,
systematicity and variability.

From this point, they focus on what language

learners actually produce, performance data including not only the learner's
linguistic competence but also the learner's intuitive factors. Bialystok and Smith
( 1985: 115) support Faerch and Kasper‑s data analysis of slips, and pauses from this
point of view:
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''Faerch and Kasper (1983 b) provide examples of slips, pauses, etc, which
indicate some of the ways that control, or selection functions operate. What
is striking is that fillers, for both filled and unfilled pauses in L2 speech, fit

wi血LI patterns, not with L2 patterns. That is, there is no linguistic
knowledge involved, only retrieval procedures that have been used with the
LI. These are the control‑based strategies.

In this context, Corder's idea of distinguishing between errors and mistakes and
concentrating on the former does not seem to play an important role in
performance analysis.
Consequently, it has been a major theme for researchers to grasp what
interlanguage is as an offspring of error analysis. To explain this complicated
language, SLA studies applied several interdisciplinary approaches such as
psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics and theoretical linguistics such as Chomsky's
Universal Grammar Hypothesis. The following chart shows how SLA studies have
developed.
Contrastive Analysis
Error

kn

sIS

蝣1

performanceInterlanguageAnalysis
perfor‑‑C番
AnalysisUniversal'Gr‑arHypothesis
psycholinguisticssociolinguistics

Thus, the approaches of language learners'data analysis developed into various
branches, which coincides with the development of sociolinguistics and cognitive
psychology.
Larsen‑Freeman and Long ( 1991:73) conclude that it is perhaps better said that
each analysis ''subsumed''the analysis before than that one replaced the other.
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II. What makes language learners false beginners?

A. The Study
This research applies a psycholinguistic approach, which offers researchers
the methodology for them to compare learners'proficiency, and to confirm the
results later. The data will be analyzed quantitatively as well as qualitatively.
The objective of this research is to identify what makes learners false
beginners. My hypothesis is that the cause may lie in micro‑structures which
enable learners to perceive linguistic symbols and to decode and recode them
phonetically.
Since this research deals with learners'performance, both mistakes and
errors the participants made are counted.

Corder (1973) has insisted that

researchers make a clear distinction between mistakes and errors because the
former refers to performance errors native speakers would also make, but the
latter the result of a deficiency in a language learner's competence which
researchers should target. Dulay and Burt (1972) used the term "goofs" to refer to
errors, defining it as an idiosyncracy in the interlanguage of the learners.
However, we may well wonder if it is possible to strictly distinguish errors from
mistakes when actually dealing with learners'production of interlanguage:
within the larger perspective of the learners'total interlanguage production, the
idea to categorize them in this way has been rejected (Widdowson 1980). When a
learner makes a mistake or error, it can be psychologically proven that he/she is
on the condition of making the necessary differentiation between errors and
non‑errors or mistakes or non‑mistakes in his/her systematic conception of the
second language.
As the purpose of this study is to investigate the causes of English learners'
acquisition difficulties, my goals are : (1) to find out in what area false beginners'
backsliding occur, (2) to find out in which areas false beginners are better than
true beginners, and (3) to determine where the main problem of false beginners
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lie.

B. Method
The sample was taken from three groups : (1) ninth graders aged fourteen to
fifteen who are considered true beginners because they are studying basic
vocabulary and sentence structures at school, (2) students in the lowest level
English class at Kawaijuku Trident College, a technical college. Their English
level is STEP 3 or below. They are described as false beginners. (3) students in
the highest level English class at Kawaijuku Trident College. The student of the
second and the third group are in the same age range, from nineteen to twenty‑
two. They have already passed STl∃P 2 test, whose level is set to be appropriate for
those who have finished six years of formal English courses at school. They can
be regarded as successful learners.
All the participants are of the same national background, and share Japanese as
a mother tongue. Also, their knowledge of English has been mainly acquired
through formal instruction at school. They started taking l∃nglish courses at the
age of twelve or thirteen. False beginners and successful learners are still taking
English courses at college after having taken approximately 800 ‑ 900 hours of
formal

I王nglish

courses

since

they

entered

junior

high

school.

The

true

beginners'group have taken finglish classes at school for approximately 300 ‑ 400
hours so far.5

Instruments: The following instruments were used in this data analysis:
1. A STEP 3 test paper, comprising both a written test and a
listening test, given in spring of 1994 ; true beginners and false
beginners took the test under the same conditions as the actual test.
2. The cards of English short paragraphs used for the STEP
interview test in spring of 1996. ‑ Three different cards for the
interview test ( STモP 3, Pre‑STEP 2, STEP 2) were used.
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3. A list of 40 English words.

The words were selected from the

vocabulary list in the guidelines for English courses at junior
high school issued by the Education Ministry. The words are
required to be taught at school during the first three‑year period
at junior high school.
Procedure:
1. A STEP 3 written and listening test: A STEP 3 test was given to true beginners and
false beginners in order to examine the two groups'proficiency levels. The group
of successful learners was exempted from the test because they had already passed
STEP 2 during high school or after graduation from high school. We can regard
them as overproficient students as far as STEP 3 level is concerned, compared to
the other two groups.
2. Cards for STEP interview tests: All the participants were required to read aloud
passages for the interview test, and their reading voices were tape recorded.
There were two parts of procedure:
Part 1: True beginners and false beginners read aloud four cards from the
STEP 3 interview test, reading each card five times in a row. Four
scores were recorded: ( 1) the time it took to read aloud; (2) frequency of
repairs; (3) frequency of pauses.
Part 2: All the participants read out three cards from different levels, STEP 3,
Pre‑STIiP 2, and STEP 2, three times running for each. Scores for these
were recorded.
3. A list of 40モinglish words: Each participant was required to read aloud a list of 40
English words as quickly as possible. The words had been classified into a regular
word group and an irregular word group, with 20 words for each. Regular words

were selected according to the criterion that血e words would be comparatively
easy to decode in terms of pronunciation depending on the knowledge of English
sounds, while irregular words were supposed to require English‑ language
learners‑ conscious learning about the words'pronunciation because of their
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irregularity.

The Test Battery6
Regular words

l.glad

2.grow

6.important

3.fifteen

7.morning

4.interesting
8.letter

5.holiday

9.Nove血ber lO.strong

ll.remember 12.seventeen 13.yesterday 14.winter
15.woman 16.yellow 17.begin 18.finish 19.tomorrow
Z O.window

Irregular words 1.August
7July

2.were

3.break

8.through

4.child

5.dear b.country

9.fruit 10.famous ll.language

12.hour 13.deciding 14.ninth 15.1ose 16.minute
17.unite 18.would 19.shout

20.ground

Instructions specified the objectives of this experiment, to test the rapidity and
accuracy of decoding phonetically. The participants were given a word list and
asked to read it aloud as fast as they could. When they realized that they had made
a mistake, they were allowed to repair it. Also, they were told not to skip any
words whose pronunciation they did not know but say them as best they could.
The participants'reading performance was tape recorded. The examiner recorded
the total time for participants to read the list of each word group, the number of
errors, and how they actually pronounced the words.
C. Results and Discussion
(1) STEP 3 scores:
Each component of STEP 3 written test is aimed at testing the following
competence:
No.1: to test the learner's lexical knowledge,
No.2: to test the learner‑s knowledge of discourse in brief
dialogues between two speakers,
No.3: to test the learner's knowledge of English grammatical
structures ,
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No.4. A: to test the learner's knowledge of discourse in a longer
dialogue between two speakers.
No.4. B,C: to test the learner's reading comprehension
Table 1: Differences of STEP 3 Test Scores
Between True Beginners (T.B.) and False Beginners (F.B.)

Table 1 shows the difference of test scores for each problem in written and
listening tests between true beginners and false beginners.
From the results shown in Table 1, it can be said that there are not significant
differences between the two groups, the true beginners'group and the false
beginners‑ group, in regard to any of the testing items.

This means that
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according to this measurement the two groups'competences in the English
language are the same.
A question arises here; Are the results of STEP 3 test a sufficient test battery to
determine the participants'knowledge of Engはsh? It is necessary to confirm the
validity of the test results. For further investigation to resolve this issue, other
instruments were used.
(2) Reading aloud
Partl:Table 2: Differences of Reading Performance Scores Between
T.B and F.B. (the STfiP 3 interview test)

Table

2 indicates differences of reading performance scores between true

beginners and false beginners.

According to the results, there are signi丘cant

differences between true beginners and false beginners in regard to every
variable; that is, in terms of STEP 3 level evaluation of proficiency quantative
analysis shows the false beginners'reading performance to be significantly
better than that of true beginners.
In every component of the test battery, it turned out that true beginners and
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false beginners are at the same level, while false beginners'performance of
reading aloud is fairly good compared to that of true beginners. This is a finding
regarding the false beginners'superior proficiency that did not emerge in the
results of ST王王P 3 written test.

Can we conclude thatねIse beginners are better than true beginners in regard
to oral reading despite their English competences otherwise being the same? In
order to confirm the validity of the results, further data were collected.
In the next experiment, three groups of young Japanese adults of successful
learners, false beginners and true beginners, were compared. Those groups read
aloud three different cards three times for each: the interview cards for STEP 3,
Pre‑STEP 2, and STEP 2. The presupposition was that false beginners'difficulties
might reveal themselves if they were required to read more difficult English
passages.
Before the experiment, readability of each passage was checked. According to
Yamada (1984:74‑75), Flesch listed two major factors which determine the
readability of a passage.
(l)the length of a sentence, the average number of words used in the
sentence. (S)

(2)the average number of syllables per one word. (W)
The figures are substituted for the following readability formula.

Readability ease‑206.84 ‑ 0.85W ‑ 1,02S
Table 3: Indexes of Readability
STEP 3
Reading ease

Pre‑STEP 2

STEP 2

60.504

58.372

65.74

According to the figures shown in this table, as the higher the STEP level of the
text, the lower the index of reading ease. Pre‑STEP 2 and STEP 2 require a higher
level

of

I喜nglish

competence

than

STEP

3.

Pre‑STEP

2

is

targeted

at

Japanese

English language learners in the tenth or eleventh grade, STEP 2 for those who
have finished six years of English courses at school.
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My hypothesis regarding the further experiment was that the fdse beginners'
difficulties may become clear when they read more difficult passages.
The aims of this data analysis are (1) to know false beginners'performance
with more difficult reading materials, and (2) to compare the results of successful
learners'performance with those of false beginners to know if the evaluation by
STEP 3 0f false beginners as good readers are confirmed. The results are as
follows.

Fig. 2: Differences of reading time scores between T.B., F.B., and S.L.

Table 4: Analysis of Variance of STEP Interview Test Reading Time

Fig. 3: Differences of reading error scores between T.B., F.B., and S.L.
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Table 5 : Analysis of Variance of STEP Interview Test Reading Errors
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Fig. 4: Differences of number of repairs between T.B, and S.L.
Table 6: Analysis of Variance of STEP Interview Test Number of Repairs
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In STEP 3 reading, the time difference among the three groups is significant.
However, the difference of the number of errors between true beginners and
false

beginners

is

not

significant.

In

Pre‑STI王P

2

reading,

the

time

difference

between true beginners and false beginners becomes closer, although there is a
significant difference in the number of errors between them. In the case of Pre‑
STEP 2, the problem rather lies in the true beginners'group. For them, reading
Pre‑STEP 2 and STEP 2 interview cards is a challenging task because these tests are
at senior high school levels and there are some unknown words for them. They
tend to read quickly at the cost of accuracy.

Therefore, the difference in the

number of errors between true beginners and the false beginners becomes
greater in Pre‑STEP 2 and STl∃P Z.

The graphs above suggest that the oral reading performance of hIse beginners
is between true beginners and successful learners, with whom they share the
same English learning history.

Why is it that the false beginners'test scores were as low as true beginners?
Also, what makes their reading performance appear better than true beginners?
A further test was conducted to explain this inconsistency.
In the next experiment, the participants were required to read forty words
aloud, with the word categorized into two groups: one group containing words
with a regular spelling‑to‑sound correspondence, and the other with an irregular
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spelling‑to‑sound correspondence.
This time, rather than reading Einglish passages, participants read words aloud.
This is because some other factors such as syntax and background knowledge,
which participants are supposed to use in reading passages, should be eliminated
in order to test their very basic linguistic knowledge, phonological decoding and
recoding, that is, word vocalization.
For the validity of the results, the frequency and the number of syllables of the
words in the two groups are controlled. In order to figure out the frequency, the

American Heritage ‑ Word Frequency Book (1971) was used.

This dictionary

contains 86,741 different words selected from 5,088,721 words in 1,045 published
English materials including textbooks, workbooks, kits, novels, poetry, general
nonfiction, encyclopedias, and magazines. The figures are as follows.
Table 7: Frequency of Listed Words

ffi

The mean values of each item are compared between the two word groups, regular
words and irregular words.

Table 8: Frequency of the Words in the Two Groups
Frequency of Index of Adjustment

Standard

thewordin the dispersion madeby血e

frequ ency
index

selec

Regular Words
Irregular Words

850.75
2 193.3

ted

words

formula

0.8469

146.646

0.84875

406.19

59.915
59.7

Table 4: The Number of Syllables (Mean)
Regular words

2.3

Irregular words 1.45
From table 8, it can be proved that there is no difference of the frequency of
words between the two word groups. Regular words have rather more syllables
than irregular words. It may be presupposed that if the word has more syllables,
it will take more time to pronounce it, but the result shows that the cause of the
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language learners'difficulty does not lie in the length of the syllables; it took
participants much more time to pronounce the irregular words which have fewer
syllables than the regular words, as shown in the figure below.

Fig.5: Reading time of regular and irregular words read aloud
All the participants took much more time in reading irregular words than
regular words.

Also, while there are not any apparent differences among the

three groups in reading regular words, there are significant differences among
them in reading irregular words.
Table 9: Analysis of Variance of Reading Time of Regular and Irregular
Words Read Aloud
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Fig. 6: Errors of regular and irregular words
Table 10: Analysis of Variance of Number of Errors of Regular and

Irregular Words

m

From these two graphs, it is clear that while false beginners tend to read quickly,
they make more errors than the other groups.

This tendency is further

confirmed by the comparison of frequency of repairs shown in Figure 7.
Paired comparison in table 10 shows that the difference in the number of
errors between true beginners and false beginners is not signi丘cant. That is, the
number of errors each group made is almost the same. As the next step,
qualitative analysis is done to address the question; how can the inconsistency of
false beginners'results be explained? The hypothesis is that the cause may lie at
the phoneme level in the micro‑structures.
Error types were categorized into three groups: (1) visual errors, (2) stress
errors, and (3)regular pronunciation of irregular words.
Table ll: Proportion of Error Types

(1) Visual e‑。rs: unite ‑‑ト//¥ntfly und
finish

/朝地

letter ‑̲̲̲→恒Iater
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window ‑‑ !widow widow
・ovember一蠎//W^clmi'/ nobody

country ‑→ト!fantwju'l continue
fruit
(2)stress errors:

蠎/‑fr^:ts / fmits

begin ‑→ /♭isn¥
interesting

‑」ト

'intrest mt/
(3 )regular pronunciation of irregular words:

祐一ォ.

trait
would

'wei'叫

shout

炉vt!

famou s

/fa:m∂V5r

ninth

/hin#/

deciding →
were

July

/desidfg
/Vど∂!

ト

Idjuli
GrdV/

1・・/

/

sz

∫/
﹂
〃

i
・
・
=i
i
i=

s:

1 ′

一用い
っ

′ ⁚ ̲ / /

rb 沌
巳︑正

/

country ‑

^
∂
ド

^

.伯﹁!㍉k

Ihoa

⊥L

∪

hour

dear

Hい

unite

ground

↑し

d

c hild

り 肌

minute

u :.:>*¥

lose

iia

恒̀i叫

through
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Fig.7: Proportion of regularization of irregular words

Table 12: Regularization of Irregular Words

of Irregu一ar Vor血〔雫〕

The graph shows that the number of irregular words false beginners read with
regular pronunciation is larger than that for true beginners. From the results of
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time and errors, it can be concluded that false beginners tend to read aloud
quickly while making more errors than the other groups without repairing them.
On the other hand, it takes much more time for true beginners to read aloud than
the other groups, especially when they read irregular words aloud. Also, they
repair more frequently than the other groups.

Fig. 8: Frequency of repairs

Table 13: Analysis of Variance of Frequency of Repairs of Regular Words
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equen叫of repairs oflrregular wor由

Repairs :

T且(13 cases)

F.B. (3 cases)

1st reading

2nd reading lst

Sユ. (3 cases)
2nd lst

2nd

July /中if‑/dヲm)/7 coimtr殖nt画yinl ninth /ftエ碩」功w &/
dear /file3/ fO.¥∂/ ground/ofd抑畑rdu^/‑ere /yjと9/‑Av?;/
(2 cases)

fruit/柚t‑Jft止‑XI unittyjMW￨ty ‑Q‑it/

ninth/れ勘」/nam O/
(3 cases)

finish /fij /‑/有れV
famous/手紗・ /C‑fei m z s/
fruit /ナ171 y‑/fru:t/

hour / h仙ナイa‑/
(2 cases)

through/ e r∂iL‑iewj

child /tf lid/‑/中i崩/
True beginners take much more time than false beginners, in what is called
vocalization latency (Perfetti & Hogaboam 1975:464), to pronounce each word.
During the period, beginners actively process the information of the word. They
search for a correct pronunciation while testing, and then output it. In most
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cases they succeed in pronouncing correctly when they are required to read the
words they have already learned in class, while false beginners do not seem to use
the learning strategy of self‑correction. False beginners read both regular and
irregular words faster than true beginners.
frequently as true beginners do.

Also, they do not repair so

Actually, there are not any significant

differences between false beginners and successful learners in reading time and
frequency of repairs despite the fact that the number of errors made by false
beginners is larger than the other two goups.
Regular reading of irregular words exemplifies the systematicity of
interlanguage. Participants' actual prononunciation listed above is the
interlanguage rule they formulated. SLA researchers have tried to describe the
interlanguage rules to prove the systematicity of interlanguages.

A recent

tndancy in the interlanguage research is to try to how and why the rules are
formulated and applied. In case of the participants in this experiment, how do
they form the pronunciation rule?

The following chart offers the account of

this system language learners create.
Table 14: Three‑route Model of Single Word Reading (Funnell, 1996: 419)
PRINT

†
VISUAL

AN等YsIS

l宅i

ORTHO GRAPHI
LEXIC ON

iI

S】∃MANTIC
SYST王三M

ONOLOGICAL
LEXICON

i

PHONEM王∃

LEVEL

+
SPEECH

GRAPHEME
PHONEME
RULES
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Funnel! uses this chart in her report of a case study of a subject who had a
progressive impairment of semantic memory and surface dyslexia. She makes it
clear which route the subject takes when meaning was lost. She says that in such
a case, the subject depends heavily on grapheme phoneme rules taking the
sublexical route, which does not include the phonological lexicon included in the
other routes.

She argues that this can be proved by the subject‑s word

vocalization performance through the regular reading of irregular words.

She

explains that this pathway enables the subject to read familiar words orally even
if they are not able to understand their meanings. Also, she explains why her
subject has problems in comprehension, which is directly connected to semantic
code. Because of her deficiency in this area, the subject cannot but take one of
the other two routes when required to read words aloud. Sometimes she succeeds
in pronouncing correctly. In such a case she takes the direct lexical route, which
enables her to pronounce correctly even if her semantic memory breaks down.

When regular pronunciation of irregular words is observed, she reads them
according to spelling‑to‑sound correspondence, taking the sublexical route which
goes through grapheme phoneme rules and directly reaches the phoneme level.
Funnell's theory can be applied to the investigation of the interlanguage used
by the three groups of language learners in this study.

The following table

shows the comparison of Funnel‑s subject's multiple oral reading responses and
the participants'responses.
Table 15 : Multiple Oral Reading Responses
Funnel's Subject‑s Responses False Beginners' Responses
Stimulus Word Multiple Responses Stimulus Word Multiple Responses

1.su班 k'S/¥顧/。r/S/vts// Jiour
2.lose

/ね陀! ovl¥化/

lose

3.sardine /s色ddi'm/ or/Smin/ were
4・S壁瑠ht

!savt/ or /s⊃七/

thr鎚gh

/ fioa/ oP /sM5T′
/ I∂vz/o卜/llA'.Z‑/
/W乞?/or/w∂:/

rr∋了:r 壬「‑/・ ′
l

5.vase

!vejs/o*/vd‑2‑/

unite

/JI伽Itt/or/j u ndiit/
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6.biscuit /♭血t/^/b工skint/ fruit /晶t/D卜/frは:i/
7.spear /spと∂/o卜/SP工a′

&F

/flfe?/いfd¥9/

8・b旦Sy /♭LZl/ Dr /♭uzy minute /minjmt/vy /wmi;/

Whenregularizationofirregularwordsliketheexamplesoftable15is
observed,itcanbesaidthattheparticipanttakesthesublexicalroutewhichdoes
notconnecttothesemanticsystem.Thepercentageoffalsebeginners'
regularizationerrorsisthelargestamongthethreegroups,Also,itislikelythat
eveniftheydoreadirregularwordscorrectly,theymaytakethedirectlexical
routewhichalsodoesnotgothroughthesemanticsystem,asystemwhichis
indispensableforcomprehension.Thereasonwhyfalsebeginnerscanread
fasterthantruebeginners,despitetheircomprehensionbeingaslowasthatof
truebeginnerscanbethusexplainedbythisthree‑routemodel.
Falsebeginners‑difficultieslieintherecodinganddecodingof王王nglishwords.
Ito(1976:95)introducesthemodelofreadingcomprehensionprocessatthree
proficiencylevels.
Table16:ReadingComprehensionProcesses(Ito1976:95)
Level1:Graphicinput→Auralinput‑Meaning
A4
RecodingDecoding
Level2:Graphicinput一一トTranslationalprocessヰトMeaning

Me aning

Level 3: Graphic input

。e￡血g
Level 1 is the initial stage of reading, the process of grasping meaning by
recoding graphic input into aural input and decoding it into meaning. Based on
this model, the curriculum for reading comprehension courses is also introduced
in his paper. He regards being able to read Einglish words aloud as the first skill
learners should acquire in the initial stage of basic reading.
seem to have taken a false step from the beginning.

False beginners
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Findings are as follows:
(1) False beginners'backsliding occurs in comprehension. Their level in
this area is equivalent to that of true beginners.
(2) False beginners can read passages aloud better than true beginners.
(3) The main problem of false beginners lie in recoding and decoding of
English words, which is the basic component of language learning.
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Conclusion

Funnell's theory offers one clue to the answer to the question; why and how are
language learners'interlanguage systems created? In the conclusion of her
paper, she quotes as follows:
Models of skilled reading do not include processes for comparing overt
responses, but such processes would appear to be an important part of
the processes of learning to read and may also be required by skilled
readers faced with an unfamiliar irregular word to name; skilled
readers can bias selection of reading processes when specifically
instructed to do so (Monsell, Patterson, Graham, Hughes, & Milroy, 1992)
The research of those who have impairment in language performance serves the
mechanisms of language information processing.

As Funnell mentions above,

her discussion can be applied to locating the difficulties of second language
learners. In the history of interlanguage research, SLA researchers have found
out the interlanguage rules created by language learners and the systems of the
interlanguage continuum as described in Chapter 1, but investigating how and
why these systems are created is not yet clearly known (Ozasal992:108‑119). It is
hoped that further psycholinguistic research will make the mechanisms of
language learning clear.
Second language learners‑ difficulties are not caused so much by the
interference of their mother tongue but by a more universal learning mechanism
of cognitive processes. The results of this data analysis support this view. This is
what actually affects the success or failure of second language learners' reading
performance.
Unsuccessful learners make a false step from the very beginning of lanugage
learning, recoding and decoding phonetically. This hinders them from passing
smoothly through the sequence of developmental scale, the interlanguage
continuum; even though the two groups‑ circumstances, including their learning
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age and learning environment, ∬e the same, it is this problem with recoding and
decoding which makes the aquisition gap between false beginners and more
successful learners wider and wider as they continue to study the second
language.
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Notes

(1) According to the Longman Dictionary of Lan等Ⅷ坤(≡ Teachin号. & AtJDlied
Lin更uistics, 1992, the definition of "false beginner''is as follows:

"(in language teaching) a learner who has a limited amount of
previous instruction in a language, but who because of extremely
lknited language proficiency is classified as at the beginning level of
language instruction. A false beginner is sometimes contrasted
with a true beginner, i.e. someone who has no knowledge of the
language."

(2) The number of examinees is from STEP NEWS No.371 November 1996, published
by Nippon. Eigo Kentei Kyokai.

(3)Lee's article, "The Linguistic Context of Language Teaching" in English
Langua等e TeachinE, Vol.ll April‑June (1957):77‑85, has been reprinted twice, in
Allen, H.B., and R.N. CampelL TeachinE English as a Second Laneua更e: A Book of

ReadinEs, Second Edition. New York: McGra肝Hill, 1972, and in Robinett, B.E., and J.
Schachter. Se￡

Related Ast⊃ects. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1983. Celce‑Murcia
and Hawkins revaluate his early contribution to error analysis in their article,
Contrastive Analysis, Error Analysis, and Interlanguage Analysis." In Celce‑

Murcia. Beyond Basics: Iss即浩and I輸汀ch in 「柑S(杜. Rowley MA.: Newbury
House, 1985:61.

(4) The book, issued in honour of Pit Corder on the occasion of his retirement from
the Chair of Applied Linguistics of the University of Edinburgh in 1984, is titled
'‑Interlan芝uage," although his term is idiosyncratic dialect The collection of

research papers in this book, subtitled "Proceedings of the Seminar in Honour of
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Pit Corder,''offers a comprehensive overview of the research in this area, and the

development of血e theory over two decades.

(5)Mr. Shingo Kubota of the Hiroshima Board of Education says, in the personal
telephone interview with the author in December 10, 1996, that it is difficult to tell
how many hours a week students are actually studying English at school. In the
compulsory education in Japan, students are required to attend school thirty five
weeks a year. Junior high school students usually take four fifty‑minute lessons
a week. In the case of senior high school students, the number of English classes
a week depends on the school, ranging from two to ten classes a week.

Also,

classes are sometimes cancelled because of school events. Therefore, the figures
are estimated taking this reality into consideration.

(6) Students may remember血e pronunciation of a word depending on血e shape
of the word printed in lower case letters such as

脚or

(Matsuura 1984:

54). To avoid血is tendency, the words were presented to血e participants in capital
letter.
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2.STEP

3 Interview Cards, Spring 1996

CardA:
Last year, Yuko went to Toronto, in Canada, for a month. She had a very good
time. She stayed with a host family there. She made many friends and visited
their homes, too. She often saw family photos on top of the TVs and on the walls.
She asked her host mother about this.

Her host mother said, "In Canada, most

people have photos of their family at home, and I always carry photos of my
family in my handbag."

Yuko's host father had a big family photo on his desk.

Yuko liked the custom very much.

CardB:
Jiro is a high school student. He likes sports very much, especially soccer. His
friend Tom, in Atlanta, has invited Jiro to stay at his house this July. So he will
have a chance to go to the Summer Olympics. Jiro is very excited because Tom has
tickets for some of the soccer games at the Olympics. Tom also told Jiro there are
many famous tourist spots to see in Atlanta. Jiro is very glad that he can visit
those places with Tom. He can't wait for his summer vacation to start.

CardC:
Ken is interested in space travel. He often watches news about it on TV, and
reads books and magazines, too. Last week he watched a special program on TV.
It was about a Japanese scientist on the space shuttle. In the program, he was
communicating with American space scientists in王∃nglish. Speaking English is as

important as studying science, Ken thought. So he decided to study linglish very
hard. Now he is planning to visit the space center in Florida. In the future, he
wants to become a space scientist and fly on the space shuttle.
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CardD:
Hiroko lives in Kyoto and goes to school by bus and train. One morning, an
American woman got on the bus. She was looking at a map. She looked nervous.
Hiroko was not good at English, but wanted to help her. So she said to the woman,
"Can I help you?I‑

The woman asked, "Does this bus go to Kyoto Station?" "Yes, it

does. I'm going there,too," said Hiroko. They went to the station together and
Hiroko took her to a ticket machine. The woman thanked Hiroko for her help.
Hiroko felt very happy.

3.Pre‑STEiP

2, STEP

2 Interview Cards, Spring 1996

Pre‑ST王王P 2:

In the eighth century B.C. the first Olympic Games were held in ancient Greece.
These games took place regularly until 394 A.D. However, many years passed until
the next games were held. In the nineteenth century, a Frenchman started a
movement to begin the Olympics again, and the first modern Olympics took place
in 1896. The Frenchman said, "The most important thing in the Olympics is not to
win but to take part. In life too, the most important thing is not the victory but
the struggle." The modern Olympics continue to symbolize the friendship of all
people through sport, and they will have their one hundredth anniversary this
year in Atlanta.

STEP

2 Interview Card:

Some people are uncomfortable with silence. Silence is often seen by them as
an awkward gap in the conversation. This gap is considered a sign that people
are not getting along or are not interested in each other.

For other people,

however, silence often has a positive meaning. To them, silence shows that people
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are comfortable with each other and do not need to talk. Thus, those who talk
continuously in order to avoid gaps may seem overly talkative to others. When
communicating, deciding not only what to say but deciding when to speak is very
important. This can lead to effective communication. Like an artist, one must
know what part to "paint" and what part to leave "blank" for better
understanding.
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